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On March 14, more than 25 million Colombians elected congressional deputies and senators and,
in internal party elections, chose the Partido Conservador (PC) and Partido Verde (PV) presidential
candidates for the May 30 elections. However, only preliminary results are available, and electoral
authorities said that official results on the makeup of the legislative chambers would not be released
until the first or second week in May. It took a week to learn the names of the candidates of the PC
and PV, the two most important parties apart from the governing Partido de la U. The Organization
of American States (OAS) Electoral Oversight Mission (EOM) and a 22-person International PreElectoral Observation Mission, led by Global Exchange, reported serious irregularities, and even
the administration of President Alvaro Uribe complained about the performance of the Consejo
Nacional Electoral (CNE). No one referred to it by name, but the idea of fraud hovered over the
international observers' reports, local political commentators' analyses, media coverage, and
comments from opposition-party leaders. Given a series of anomalies detected on March 14, various
prominent personalities and major political leaders said that guarantees of transparency do not
exist for the presidential election to choose Uribe's successor. Only hours after the election, the
OAS released a blunt report in which, among other things, it denounced "the lack of guarantees
for the secrecy of the ballot box," and "vote buying" in at least six of the 32 departments in the
country, which it called a "mockery" of basic electoral norms of any democracy. Buy a vote for
a sandwich and US$10 Enrique Correa, head of the OAS mission, said that the 70 international
observers who came to the country ascertained that votes were bought not only with cash but also
with offers of various perks, such as scholarships, food, or state subsidies. "The members of the
mission verified, as well, that in some places, by taking advantage of the extreme poverty that exists
in various areas of the country, groups bought votes for the price of a sandwich and 20,000 pesos
[US$10]," said Correa. The report released on March 15 in Bogota cited six serious irregularities and
stressed to authorities the urgent need to correct the problems to ensure transparency in the May
presidential elections. Correa said that OAS missions in other countries had not found problems
as serious as those in Colombia, which included: 1) The fundamental principle of a secret ballot
was not protected. 2) The OAS, which had verified vote buying in the 2007 municipal elections,
found this practice repeated in the March 14 balloting. 3) Training of election officials at the polling
places was seriously deficient. 4) Parties did not have equal opportunities to observe the final vote
counting. 5) The complexity of the voting system meant that some citizens did not know how to
vote, especially less-educated voters. 6) The telephonic data transmission of the department counts
and problems with verification mechanisms meant that "the preliminary information could have
been distorted." The findings of the OAS observers coincide with those provided a month earlier
by the International Pre-Electoral Observation Mission, made up of experts invited by Global
Exchange, who concluded on Feb. 19 that conditions in Colombia "impede free and fair elections,"
including the widespread practice of pressuring beneficiaries of government assistance programs
to vote for the ruling party. In an interview with Radio Nederland, Laura Carlsen, Americas Policy
Program director at the Center for International Policy (CIP), said, "The practice is serious because
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of the alarming poverty in Colombia, and various persons said that [government] officials told
them openly that, if they did not vote for the party in power, their subsidies would be cut." The
mission reported another form of vote buying: visits by political leaders to poor barrios and offers
of money and other basic goods (food, clothing) to the neediest people, taking advantage of their
poverty. UN Development Programme (UNDP) statistics show that 48% of Colombians are poor
and 17% live on the street, without work, housing, or access to basic social and health services.
Colombia dismisses State Department human rights report Three days before the elections, the
US State Department released its 2009 Country Report on Human Rights, which included a report
on Colombia, where the Uribe administration's most serious liability is human rights. The yearly
report assesses the humanitarian situation in countries where the US has development-assistance
programs. No sooner had the report been released, on March 13, than Vice President Francisco
Santos rushed to discredit it. "It is hypocritical and does not reflect the reality in the country," the
German news agency DPA quoted him as saying. Four days later, in a dialogue with students from
the Universidad Catolica, it was Uribe who took aim at the US. "We receive biased and electorally
opportunistic reports," he said, "such as that released by the State Department three days before
the elections." The president, an unconditional US ally, surprised the university students, when,
referring to those who prepared the report, he spoke of "those interests that infiltrate [US agencies]
and that, to serve human rights, end up serving policies that want collusion with terrorism." Ties to
paramilitaries, drug traffickers taint legislature The previous legislature was characterized by a large
number of deputies and especially senators tightly tied to drug trafficking and paramilitary groups.
Various sources say that the March 14 elections will not change that. The magazine Semana reported
that 18 of the newly elected legislators from various parties are under investigation for connections
to such groups. In an interview with the Bogota daily El Tiempo, political analyst Leon Valencia
referred to the high number of votes (almost 1 million) received by the Partido de Integracion
Nacional (PIN), formed by combining the remnants of several disbanded ultraright groups, and
said that PIN "brings together the most important aggregate of the parapolitica." Parapolitica
refers to the scandal involving political leaders who are financed by paramilitary groups and who
represent them (see NotiSur, 2008-05-16, 2008-09-12). Valencia said, "Not 18 but approximately
25%" of the 268 deputies and senators are tied to drug trafficking and the paramilitaries. Gustavo
Petro, the presidential candidate for Polo Democratico Alternativo (PDA), went further. "Millions
of votes were bought with billions of pesos [US$1 equals 1,930 Colombian pesos] from corruption
and drug trafficking in a strategy aimed at building a legislative bloc directed from the prisons to
blackmail and pressure with a view toward the presidential election and the future government,"
he said. "The next president of Colombia will be elected by the mafias." In this context, the Fuerzas
Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia (FARC) was able to reintroduce to the political stage the
issue of exchanging 22 military and police whom it is holding in its jungle camps for incarcerated
FARC guerrillas, something that no party wants to discuss. In a strategic move that no one saw
coming, the FARC pulled off the surprise of unilaterally releasing two officers that it had held for
several years and repeated its willingness to resume negotiations leading to a swap (see NotiSur,
2010-04-16). To this end, Sen. Piedad Cordoba, who had acted as a guarantor in all hostage releases
from 2008 to the present, will present a proposal to political leaders to promote the negotiations,
which has already prompted the government to file criminal charges against her. But the senator
is not alone in this effort. Retired Catholic Cardinal Dario Castrillon, perhaps the most respected
personality in the country, said on April 5 that he held a favorable view of a FARC proposal in which
it expressed its "willingness" to initiate a humanitarian dialogue. The cardinal said that he has had
various meetings with high-ranking guerrilla leaders, "in which we have gotten to know and respect
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each other very much. Castrillon then expressed a thought that, undoubtedly, will hang in the air
during the electoral campaign and that the government and the right deeply dislike. "The solution
to Colombia's internal war will only be resolved through dialogue. Not even the great powers have
managed to prevail with just the use of arms," he reflected in what all saw as an elliptic message to
Uribe, for whom the only language that can be used to talk to the FARC is the language of arms.

-- End --
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